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A former club secretary describes the Orange

“The rex with the champagne sparkle”
IT’S THE BREED which captivates you at 

fi rst glance, draws you into a happy circle of 
the friendliest fanciers in the UK, takes you 

to far-distant places for those unique shindigs 
known as club stock shows, keeps you guessing 
every time a new litter makes its fi rst skittish 
steps from the nest and surrounds you with 
that golden glow that says: “I’m special. I’m an 
Orangeade.”
Orange and Fawn Rex take on a diff erent name 
during the summer agricultural season. To me 
they become the “Ooh” and “Aah” rabbits as, 
without a doubt, these are the colours which 
draw the most admiring gasps from the crowds 
of mums and dads and children who fl ock 
weekly to the rabbit tents at the big shows 
and take their fi rst look at our beautiful rex 
varieties.
Orange is still a comparatively young breed. It 
fi rst came on to the show scene in the 1930’s 
with great pioneering work done by the late G 
F Baker who helped to draw up the standard 
(much of which remains unaltered to this day) 
and who bred many stock show winners.
George once confessed in the club’s yearbook 
that his fi rst Orange were far from ideal – 
many had bandaged feet to protect their sore 
hocks, weeping eyes from inverted eyelashes, 
thin coats and very pronounced agouti 
colouring with blue rumps and bellies, etc.
With painstaking care and devotion he and 
a number of other rex fanciers proceeded to 
put beauty in this ugly duckling. Within a few 
years they had achieved their ambition to put 
Orange and Fawn well and truly “on the map”.
From then on the two breeds have made 
encouraging progress, with glowing short 
coats, white bellies, bold head and types, and 
above all a colour with a truly champagne 
sparkle.
Orange are not all bred to the same “pattern” 
– each is an individual with its own faults, 
good features and characteristics. Skill in the 
breeding pen is an art which make take a few 
generations to master.
Some of the best Orange & Fawn of the past 
have been bred from does to which the novice 
would not give a second glance, but the expert 
will tell you that what goes into the stud must 
come out and that it is very oft en the litter 
sister rather than the big winner that will 
produce the goods. So when purchasing your 
fi rst stock be guided by the breeder’s advice 
and don’t be afraid to ask questions.
Ideally, if “taking the plunge” during the 
showing season – and we are in the thick of it 
at the moment – I would look for a young doe 
that is suitable for showing now and breeding 
later, so that you can have a fl utter straight 
away at the club’s stock shows. Here’s where 
you can see all the strains of Orange and Fawn 
on the table at once. Th is is where you will 

learn to pick out the likely youngsters from the 
rubbish, where you can pick the expert’s brains 
and get advice from all-comers.
It is fairly easy to “pick winners” from the 
nest if going to a breeder who excels in good 
short-coated, plushy and brilliantly coloured 
youngsters. It is much harder to pick a good 
one from the strains which are slower to 
mature and, although as babies these look 
“potters” they oft en turn out to be that adult 
stock show surprise! Ideally, one should aim to 
breed a good youngster which goes on to even 
better things as an adult, but this is far harder 
than it sounds.
Don’t look at young Orange and Fawn whilst 
they are still in the fl uff y nest coats, they are 
impossible to assess at this age, although you 
can pick out the likely ones by their already 
glowing colouring, bold heads and short ears. 
Th e back of the hocks is a good area to study 
for colour potential.
At eight weeks the fi rst coat should be pushing 
its way through the paler fl uff  and by twelve 
weeks you should be able to give them your 
fi rst critical going over. Th e fi rst thing to catch 
your eye should be the colour. Place the babies 
in a row – as on the judging table – and study 
them from all angles, especially from the rear. 
Look for a bright orange rather than a dirty, 
dull orange to harsh redness.
Beware the ones with the top colour which, 
when the fur is parted, reveals practically all 
white underneath, or a blue base. Th e orange 
colour should go down the hairshaft  as far as 
possible to reveal a gleaming white base.
Now blow into the hairshaft  starting from the 
nape of the neck and working towards the 
rump. You may fi nd that on the haunches and 
rump the white undercolour will give way to 
a pearl-grey or agouti-blue base, and here’s 
where you fi rst puzzle begins. Is this – as in 
certain strains – a fault to be overlooked (it is a 
sign of good colour as an adult and will amost 
certainly disappear in the next moult) or is it 
simply moult, a sign that the coat is about the 
break into another moult?
Or is it a fault that is with this rabbit to stay 
– and as such will cost your exhibit many 
valuable points on the judging table as well as 
intensifying the fault in the breeding pen later? 
Only the breeder who has produced generation 
aft er generations from this particular line will 
be able to advise you.
Other colour points to look for are: glowing 
heads, especially on the cheeks and ears (ears 
must ideally match the saddle colour) bold 
unbroken white “spectacles” around the eyes, 
and sound front feet without any trace of white 
barring or frosting. Look also for clumps of 
white hairs which can lead to nothing but 
trouble if bred in. Finally, the belly should be 
sparkling white – not just on top but right 
down to the base.

Having placed your babies in 1-2-3 order as 
far as colour is concerned, now pay attention 
to the coat. Remember, there are 40 points 
for colour and 40 points for coat, so both are 
equally important. Th e very nature of the 
mixed-up beginnings of the rex has tended to 
give the Orange (and other similar non-self 
varieties) less hairs to the square inch than the 
denser selfs such as Ermines and Blacks and 
for the Orangeade it is frustrating to see these 
dense-coated varieties (especially when failing 
colour or length of coat) push the coloureds 
into codding cards at the shows. However, if 
an Orange excels in the desired half-inch coat 
an experienced judge will be happy to give a 
quality Orange a fair crack of the whip.
So search carefully for that “fl yer” – the baby 
with the coat as short as plush, half an inch 
long and no more, with exquisite velvety 
texture and plenty of resistance in the coat. 
Check for thinness and curl on the nape of 
the neck. Sometimes there is a distinct curl, 
in others it is a slight depression almost as 
if the delicate fur has been “crushed” which, 
when parted, will show a distinct waviness. If 
there is a certain amount of curl, it may also 
be apparent on the chest and belly, fl anks and 
rump. I have always discarded rabbits with the 
slightest suggestion of curl as they also have 
a tendency to weak hocks, but other breeders 
fi nd that these kind of youngsters have 
developed into decent adults.
Again, it is a question of “knowing your strain” 
and it plays safe for the beginner to discard 
the rabbits with curl and concentrate on the 
ones with plenty of resistance in the coat. I 
always look for a few guard hairs on the rump, 
and if I can fi nd them in youngsters nothing 
delights me more although, of course, this like 
the blue undercolour is a fault in show-quality 
youngsters. However, a few guard hairs usually 
signifi es a heavier coat later on, and is a likely 
prospect worth keeping.
Now to check your show potentials for that 
fi nal consideration – type. Of the three 
considerations – coat, colour and type – I think 
type is the easiest to look for in the nest. Th is 
carries twenty points in our rex standard and I 
must confess that I never think this is enough. 
Th at fi rst glance at the rabbit on the judging 
table always has a lasting impression, and you 
want the biggest, boldest-headed rabbits you 
can breed, with wide back feet, neat cobby 
bodies, gently sloping hindquarters and a solid 
chest and front feet. You want a rabbit that will 
sit up on all four feet on the table, not slump 
over the judging cloth like a cast-off  doormat.
I hope I have persuaded you to take up the 
challenge of the Orange, in standard or mini. 
We have a great club and our secretary keeps 
in touch with its members via a quarterly 
newsletter plus we have regular notes in Fur & 
Feather. 
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UK Dutch
Held on 30 June and 1 July 2018.  Three Star 
Show.  Judges Mr J Kay. Mrs E Massey-Beeston. 
Mr A Snaith. Best in Show L MItchell (Black buck).

J KAY
Once again its an honour to be chosen to judge 
our YSS, needless to say I enjoyed the whole 
weekend.  Thanks to all my stewards and especially 
Lin on once again a fantastic job.  Well done also 
to everybody that came to the show and to those 
that help run the show. 
BLK B 24: 1 L Mitchell 18B01620 (Cup).  Lovely 
T/C head, broad feet, nice stops, handled  t clean 
in neck. 2 T Pensom.  Full head, touch under, fair 
type, coat, colour, narrow feet, but pair of stops. 
3 R Cooper.  Nice coat, colour, fair stops, type, 
touch cheek bottoms. 
BLUE D 12: 1 Rev A Waite 18B01697.  Best colour 
and stops, nice head, saddle, eyes, ears, moulty 
rump spoilt.  2 V Baldock.  Better type than winner, 
nice head, top and under, short stops. 3 A Rawlings.  
Best coat, narrow pair stops, touch under. 
P/B GREY B 13: 1 Allen & Keith 18B00155 (Cup).  
Good t/c and banding, rich belly colour, nice head 
stops, touch under. 2 Allen & Keith.  Better marked 
than winner, but not the same coat and colour. 3 
Allen & Keith.  Fair type and head markings, not 
as good a colour and coat as winner. 
STL D 7: 1 Blueboot Stud 18B01689 (Cup).  Easy 
winner, fair type and colour, nice head and stops, 
good under colour. 2 Brophy Bros.  Nice baby, fair 
head, stop and under, solid back top. 3 W J Paley.  
Fair doe type, fairly marked head, body. 
AOC BRDRS: 1 S & D Germany. 2 & 3 P Keen.
STL/GREY CHALL: 1 Allen & Keith. 2 Allen & 
Keith. 3 Blueboot Stud. 
BUCK AC: 1 L Mitchell. 2 & 3 Allen & Keith. 
LANCS MEMBERS: 1 T Mason. 2 N Roberts & P 
Wright. 3 J Read.
NEW MEMBERS 2018: 1 E Davis. 2 Bonnybrae 
Stud. 3 Bonnybrae Stud. 
AMATEUR CHALL: 1 E Davis. 2 A Marshall. 3 
G W Stud. 
JNRS ALL JUDGES: 1 D Starkings. 2 Lucy Jo 
Dodgson. 3 R North. 
TEAM CLASS ALL JUDGES: 1 Hemsley Stud. 2 P 
Keen. 3 T Matthews. 
GRAND CHALL ALL JUDGES: 1 L Mitchell. 2 
Hemsley Stud. 3 Allen & Keith. 

MRS E MASSEY-BEESTON
Wow what a show, especially the heat.  My  rst 
class the black does with an entry of twenty  ve 
and when I came to the end of the class my winner 
had sweated up so much that I decided to put 
her back in her pen to recover. In the Yellow buck 
class numbers not very high but some exhibits 
let down by chinchillation on base of ears spoilt 
nice exhibits.  The brown grey doe was not a bad 
class overall just some a touch dark on top spoils. 
A good class of Tort bucks in number wise with 
the winner being a balanced rabbit all round, not 
a strong class of choc does but the winner again 
a balanced rabbit.  It was good to be the  rst to 
judge the new format and I think we need some 
shows to get a feel if it is right or not.  Thanks for 
voting me to judge at number two, it is eleven 
years since I last judged a young stock show.  I 
would like to thank my stewards John, Steve, 
Phillip, Neil, Jason, Thomas, Oliver, Adrian and to 
my sister Ruth on the bookwork and a good job 
done by all of you.    Also thanks to the canteen 
staff for a lovely lunch and a special mention to 
Colin and Sam for bringing around jugs of juice in 
the afternoon for us judges and the good band 
of stewards.  Thanks again for a great weekend 
especially to all of you the exhibitors because 
without you we would not have had a show, 
also well done Les for best in show with your 
black buck. 
BLK D 25: 1 Hemsley Stud 18B00432.  Good 
head, round cheeks and level, good eye, ears, clean 
neck, top saddle and undercut, good stops, good 
colour and coat. 2 B Green. Good head and ears, 
clean neck, good top and under, nice stops good 
colour and coat. 3 G Booth. Good head clean neck, 
touch on top saddle, nice under, nice stops, touch 
dirty feet spoils. 
YELL B 13: 1 P Keen 18B00041 Cup.  Good head, 
round cheeks and level, good eye, ears, lovely 
clean neck, top saddle and undercut and stops, 
good colour and coat. 2 Hemsley Stud.  Needs 
to be bolder on head for a buck, good head and 
ears, clean neck, good top and under, good stops, 
good colour. 3 P Keen. Good head, top saddle 

and undercut, nice stops. Chinchillation on base 
of ears spoils.
P/B GREY D 10: 1 D Sales 18B01350.  Good head, 
round cheeks and level good eye, ears, clean neck, 
touch on top nice under and stops, good colour 
and coat.  2 Allen & Keith. Good head and ears, 
clean neck, good top and under, nice stops, just 
a shade dark and handles a touch soft today.  3 
J Bennett. Good head and ears, clean neck, top 
saddle, nice under, touch back on side of stops. 
TORT B 12: 1 S & M Walters 18B02794 Cup.  
Good head round cheeks and level, good eye, 
ears, clean neck, good top saddle and undercut, 
nice stops, good colour and coat. 2 C Barton.  
Into whiskers otherwise good head and ears, 
clean neck top and under, shade cross stops. 3 C 
Barton.  Good head and ears, clean neck, nice top 
out under, nice stops. 
CHOC D 6: 1 L Mitchell 18B01610 Cup.  Good 
head round cheeks and level good eye and ears, 
good top, nice under, touch cross one stop. 2 
L Mitchell. Good head ears and neck, touch on 
saddle, nice under, nice stops, pity dirty under 
spoils. 3 P Gaskell.  Catches whisker bed one 
side, good ears, clean neck, good top and under, 
nice stops. 
STL/GREY BRDRS 41: 1 D Sales. 2 Allen & Keith. 
3 S Alderman.
B/B CHALL: 1 R Cooper. 2 Brophy Bros. 3 L 
Mitchell.
DOE AC: 1 Hemsley Stud. 2 Allen & Keith. 3 
D Sales.
YORKSHIRE MEMBERS: 1 L Mitchell. 2 Rev A 
Waite. 3 L Mitchell.
AOA MEMBERS: 1 Brophy Bros. 2 P Keen. 3 
Allen & Keith. 
MEMBERS OVER 65: 1 R Cooper. 2 Brophy Bros. 
3 D Sales. 
JNR: 1 D Starkings. 2 Lucy Jo Dodgson. 3 R North.
TEAM CLASS: 1 Hemsley Stud. 2 P Keen. 3 T 
Matthews.
GRAND CHALL: 1 L Mitchell. 2 Hemsley Stud. 
3 Allen & Keith. 

A SNAITH
A great pleasure to judge the UKYSS.  A nice 
location and glorious weather made for a fantastic 
weekend.  Some good stock on show, a big thank 
you to you all for showing.  I found my best rabbits 
outside of my breed classes.  Well done Les on 
winning with a lovely black buck, closely followed 
by a black doe of Hemsley Stud.  I had 2 greys of 
Allen & Keith as my 3rd and 4th best.  Paul Keen’s 
yellow buck followed these, then a black doe of 
Gary Booth and a yellow of Dylan Evans rounded 
off my top 7.  Judging in the duplicates was very 
amicable, a pleasure to judge with John and Liz.  A 
huge thank you to David Brophy for doing all my 
bookwork both days and to all who stewarded 
for me both Saturday and Sunday.  Thanks also to 
the people cooking and serving food and drink 
throughout.  A  nal mention of gratitude to all 
who make these shows what they are, doing 
paperwork, organising events, putting pens up and 
down etc.  Thank you all.
BLUE B 20: 1 J Dodgson 18B02005 Cup.  Nice 
even head, clean neck, well cut saddle, touch out 
under and 1 stop excellent colour and coat. 2 N 
Roberts & P Wright.  Slightly light on cheeks, well 
marked otherwise, not the coat and colour of 
winner. 3 Lucy Jo Dodgson.
YELL D 22: 1 P Keen 18B00029.  Good shaped 
cheek although slightly shy, shown very  t, good 
type, very good eye, colour, little bit under. 2 Allen 
& Keith. 3 D Sales.
STL B 11: 1 Brophy Bros 18B00494.  Slightly at 
top and under, wins on coat, condition, nice head 
and neck, good stops, lovely shape. 2 E Davis.  
Another nice exhibit, touch 1 whisker and little 
under. 3 C Sheard. 
TORT D 4: 1 D Ball 18B03576.  Good level head, 
small drag neck, lovely top  colour, shadings 
starting to show nicely, pair of stops, smart doe. 2 
S & D Germany.  Good head and shadings, touch 
long on stops, out under. 3 S & M Walters. 
CHOC B 4: 1 R & J Coleman 18B00055.  Little bit 
dirty in neck, good full head, slight touch saddle, 
nice saddle and under, excellent colour. 2 Hemsley 
Stud.  Good head and stops, 2 coats, white base 
colour lets colour down. 3 Blueboot Stud. 
B/B BRDRS 81: 1 L Mitchell. 2 Hemsley Stud. 3 
G Booth.
AOC CHALL 98: 1 P Keen. 2 D Evans. 3 P Keen.
MIDLAND MEMBERS: 1 Hemsley Stud. 2 D 
Sales. 3 D Ball.
LONDON MEMBERS: 1 R Cooper. 2 R Cooper. 
3 S Alderman.
LADIES EXHIBIT: 1, 2 & 3 J Dodgson.
NOVICE EXHIBIT: 1 L Mitchell. 2 Hemsley Stud. 
3 Allen & Keith. 
JNR: 1 D Starkings. 2 Lucy Jo Dodgson. 3 R North. 
TEAM CLASS: 1 Hemsley Stud. 2 P Keen. 3 T 
Matthews.
GRAND CHALL: 1 L Mitchell. 2 Hemsley Stud. 
3 Allen & Keith. 

Lanchester Ag Show
Held on 1 July 2018.  Two Star Show.  Judges Mr 
P Faint (Lops/Fancy).  Mr B Welford (Fur & Rex).  

Total exhibits 50.  Best in Show and Best Fancy 
S Dixon (English).  Best Lop Ruskin Stud (English 
Lop).  Best Normal Fur P Farnaby (Sable).  Best 
Rex D Illett (Ermine). 

P FAINT
Sorry to miss Eddie Kell and John Fletcher, which 
has affected the entry, but not the quality.  Thanks 
to Sandra and Phil for running a cracking show, 
also Mr Batey on my book, Martin and Lorraine.
ND REW Ad 1: 1 Pinque Stud 16X05573.  Lovely 
dwarf, excellent type, head and ears, just a little 
broken in coat. 
ND M/S/SMK Ad 1: 1 Pinque Stud 16X05578.  
Another quality rabbit, good head and ears, nice 
type, just a touch moulty today. 
ND M/S/SAB Ad 1: 1 Pinque Stud 16X05579.  
Nice Sable.  Very moulty to be critical a little 
weak on shoulder. 
ENG BLK Ad 1: 1 S Dixon 17E01680.  Super type, 
very even sides, good saddle, well balanced head, 
moulty saddle. 
ENG BLK u/5 1: 1 S Dixon 18E01546.  Very 
promising baby, lovely matching even work, fails 
on leg spot. 
ENG BLUE u/5 1: 1 S Dixon 18E01548.  Nice blue, 
lovely head, good one side a little on haunches.
ENG AOC u/5 1: 1 S Dixon 18E01551.  Lovely 
coloured tort, clean head and leg, spots, lacks arch 
work on one side. 
SILVER GREY Ad: 1 A Belgian 17D00805.  Very 
 t, good coat, colour, even ticking, super critical 
touch nose and ears. 
SILVER GREY u/5 1: 1 A Belgian 18D01219.  
Lovely baby, good coat, nice ears, needs to make 
up on head,.
AOC SILVER u/5 1: 1 S Dixon 18D01022.  Lovely 
colour, nice coat, genuine baby, needs to make up. 
HIM BLUE Ad 2: 1 E Thompson 16B05233.  Super 
 t for 2 year old, nice points, good stockings, 
colour off a little on tops. 2 L B Thompson. 
AOV FANCY Ad 1: 1 L B Thompson 16E02528.  
Nice Magpie, little off on pattern, fit and in 
good coat. 
FANCY CHALL Ad: 1 S Dixon. 2 Pinque Stud. 
3 A Belgian.
FANCY CHALL u/5: 1 A Belgian. 2 & 3 S Dixon. 
M/LOP AGTI Ad 3: 1 S Grainger 16K03412 CC 
BOB.  Wins on type, lovely short body, fair neck 
colour, lacks guard hairs. 2 M Moran. 3 S Grainger. 
M/LOP AGTI u/5 1: 1 Pinque Stud 18K01844.  Fair 
baby, needs to clear barring front feet, good col, 
fails head and ear. 
M/LOP OTT Ad 2:1 Pinque Stud 17K04495.  Wiins 
head, ears and type, good coat, white hairs in nape 
spoils.  2 S Grainger. 
M/LOP AOC S Ad 1: 1 Pinque Stud 18K01845.  
Lovely ears, nice colour, but a little long in body. 
M/LO AOC S u/5 1: 1 S Grainger 18K01415 CC.  
Lovely baby, very promising, one I like very much, 
would like to see it again in 3 months. 
M/LOP SOOTY Ad 2: 1 M Moran 17K03248.  Wins 
on coat, colour and type, moulty today, good head 
and ear. 2 M Moran.
M/LOP AOC NS u/5 1: 1 S Grainger 18K01423.  
Promsing steel, colour to come, good ears, nice 
coat. 
F/LOP AGTI Ad 1: 1 L Dobson 16H01278.  Lovely 
ears, cracking colour, moulty top, slightly barred 
front feet, needs to mature on head. 
F/LOP AGTI u/5 1: 1 L Dobson 18H00130.  Good 
type baby, good ears, fails colour. 
F/LOP S Ad 1: 1 L Dobson 17H00360.  Fair colour, 
nice doe, just a little baggy in type. 
F/LOP S u/5 1: 1 L Dobson 18H00136.  Lovely 
baby, very promising, lovely head and ears, shame 
about twisted foot. 
F/LOP NS Ad 1: 1 L Dobson 18H00128.  Promising 
baby, lovely coat and colour, well marked, shows 
promise. 
F/LOP NS u/5 1: 1 L Dobson 17H00078.  Super 
head, excellent ears and crown, very clean, 
moulty sides.
AOV LOP Ad: 1 Ruskin Stud 18H00444.  Super 
baby, excels ear shape and type, good col, shown 
very  t and clean, nice shape. 
LOP CHALL Ad: 1 Ruskin Stud. 2 S Grainger. 3 
L Dobson. 
LOP CHALL u/5: 1 S Grainger. 2 L Dobson. 3 
S Grainger. 

B WELFORD
A very poor entry awaited me due to VHD in the 
area, also other established shows on. Prize money 
was very good.  Still a pleasure to judge, BIS went 
to a very nice English.  Many thanks to Deanna and 
Terry for stewarding. 
S/SAB Ad 1: 1 P Farnaby 17D01223 CC. Medium 
Sia.  Good type, nice colour and coat, my best. 
S/SAB u/5 1: 1 P Farnaby 18D01299.  Dark Sia.  
Promising to  nish on shoulder, should make up. 
CONT GI STL Ad 1: 1 Doubledee T322720 CC. 
Excels size, nice colour, moult in  anks.
CONT GI STL u/5 3: 1 Doubledee 18500035.  
Beaten coat and a fair bit of moult. 2 & 3 
Doubledee.
CONTI GI AGTI Ad 1: 1 Doubledee 17J00060 CC 
BOB.  Excels size and type, wins best conti on coat 
density to  nish. 
CONT GI AGTI u/5 1: 1 Doubledee 18J00032. 
Moult spoils beaten coat for CC.
FUR CHALL Ad 3: 1 P Farnaby 17D01223.  
Winning Sable. 2 Doubledee. 3 Doubledee.
ERM REX Ad 1: 1 P Ilett 17E02674 CC.  Excels 
coat, good type, just starting to go over. 

ERM REX u/5 1: 1 D Ilett 18E02281.  Very 
promising, beaten density for CC a nice one. 
AOC REX Ad 2: 1 D Ilett 17E02676 CC.  Orange.  
Nice colour and coat, going over now. 2 E 
Thompson. 
M/REX OR Ad 1: 1 D Ilett 17B03218 CC.  A very 
nice mini, good colour, nice and rich, good coat.
M/REX AOC NS Ad 1: 1 S Grainger Disq u/w.
M/REX AOC NS u/5 1: 1 S Grainger 18B02695 
CC.  Smoke Pearl, only a baby, good colour, needs 
time to develop.
REX CHALL Ad 3: 1 D Ilett. 2 D Illett. 3 D Ilett.
REX CHALL u/5 2: 1 D Ilett. 2 S Grainger. 
GRAND CHALL Ad: 1 S Dixon. 2 P Farnaby. 3 
Ruskin Stud. 
GRAND CHALL u/5: 1 D Ilett. 2 A Belgian. 3 
P Farnaby.

DSL Excelsior
Held on 1 July 2018.  Two Star Show. Judges Mr 
G Boot (Fancy & Lops), Mr A Aldred (Fur & Rex). 
Best in Show and Best Lop Terry & Richardson 
(German).  Best Fancy Mel Stirr (N/Dwf). Best 
Fur C Punchard (Havana). Best Rex J Blanchard 
(S/Seal Sab).

G BOOT
Always a pleasure to judge at Donny with some 
smashing rabbits to judge.  My best was a Agouti 
German Lop, was worth the journey to handle this 
one, also a top class REW Mini Lop.  My best fancy 
a very nice REW Dwarf and a Thrianta winning 
best adult fancy.  A pleasure to judge with Albert.
C/LOP REW Ad 1: 1 D & P Mitchell 17D02803 
CC.  Good type and coat, nice head, well put 
down. 
C/LOP S/PT Ad 4: 1  D & P Mitchell 17D02186 
CC BOB. Lovely type, colour, and coat. 2 & 3 D 
& P Mitchell.
D/LOP REW Ad 1: 1 Terry & Richardson 
18C00792 CC BOB.  Excels type and coat, put 
down clean. 
D/LOP S/FAWN Ad 1: 1 Terry & Richardson 
18C00780 CC.  Good and type, good coat and 
shading. 
M/LOP REW Ad 1: 1 Lilacmood Stud 17K03999 
CC BOB.  Top class mini, lovely coat, head and ear 
carriage, well put down.
M/LOP AGTI Ad 1: 1 Lilacmood Stud 17K03291 
CC. Good top colour, fair banding, nice type. 
M/LOP AOC AG PATT 1: 1 E Bowes 18K02246 
CC.
M/LOP FOX/OTT Ad 1: 1 Lilacmood Stud 
17K04002 CC. Excels head and type, good coat 
and colour. 
G/LOP AOC S u/5 1: 1 Lynne Lapish 18L00344 
CC.  Good colour and head, just needs to  ll out. 
G/LOP AGTI Ad 2: 1 Richardson & Terry 17L00411 
CC BOB.  One of the old ones, unable to fault it, 
excels type, top, head, banding and base colour. 
2 Lynne Lapish.
G/LOP AOC NS 2: 1 Lynne Lapish 18L00352 
CC.  Good type coat and colour, nice head. 2 
Lynne Lapish. 
LOP CHALL Ad: 1 Terry & Richardson. 2 & 3 
Lilacmood Stud. 
LOP CHALL u/5: 1 Terry & Richardson. 2 & 3 
Lilacmood Stud. 
DUT BLK Ad 1: 1 Mrs J Shaw 17B03740 CC.
DUT BLUE Ad 1: 1 Mrs J Shaw 14B05123 CC.
DUT STL BR/GR Ad 1: 1 Mrs J Shaw 17B03749 
CC.  Moult spoils. 
DUT YELL Ad 1: 1 Mrs J Shaw 18B00781 CC BOB.
DUT YELL u/4 1: 1 Mrs J Shaw 18B00781 CC.  
Good colur and balanced marking.
ND REW u/5 1: 1 Mel Stirr 18X00223 CC 
BOB.  Lovely head type and coat, nice ears, well 
put down. 
ND REW Ad 1: 1 Mrs J Shaw 17X02055.  Good 
type, shade strong ears, good coat. 
ND SMK/SAB u/5 3: 1 CAP Stud 18X00135 CC. 
Nice colour and type, should make up. 2 CAP 
Stud. 3 Mel Stirr.
ND FOX/OTT Ad 3: 1 CAP Stud 18X00121 
CC.  Good colour, coat and type, nice head. 2 
Vampire Stud. 
ND FOX/OTT 2: 1 Evieric Stud 18X00519.  
Promsing, just needs time. 
POLE AOC Ad 3: 1 Vampire Stud 18A00774 CC 
BOB.  Easy winner, nice colour, coat and type,  t. 
2 & 3 Vampire Stud. 
POLE AOC u/5 2: 1 Broadoak Stud 18A00023.  
Good type and head, moult spoils. 2 Vampire Stud.  
THRIANTA Ad 1: 1 E Bowes 18D00277 CC.  
Good colour, coat and type, good colour under. 
FANCY CHALL Ad: 1 E Bowes. 2 CAP Stud. 3 
Mrs J Shaw. 
FANCY CHALL u/5: 1 Mel Stirr. 2 Evieric Stud. 3 
Broadoak Stud. 

A ALDRED
Thanks for invite, nice entry of Fur & Rex for a 
change, where have the foxes gone.  Some very 
nice exhibits will no doubt change hands later.  A 
lovely lop going best in show joint judging with 
Geoff a pleasure.  Super lunch, good stewards 
in Jim Topham, Alissia Hurst, Cameron and Paul 
Hornsey (slip carrier), Charlie Punchard.  Jim 
Blanchard super on book.
MINI SATIN Ad 1: 1 J Topham 17D00360 CC.  
Nice satinisation, good base coat, good texture, 
nice type. 2 Evieric Stud. 
MINI SATIN u/5 1: 1 J Topham 18D00243.  Nice 
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